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Malmo™ Stickdown has magnificent sound absorbing qualities, and is warmer
underfoot than wood, laminate or ceramic. A fully adhered installation system
provides a more stable floorcovering, giving greater flexibility
than a click
RIGID
PVC
installation. For example, it can be installed underneath heavy furniture
such as kitchen cabinets; it doesn’t require expansion gaps around the
edge of a room; and it can even withstand the variations in temperature
and direct sunlight experienced in conservatories and rooms with bi-fold
doors or skylights.
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Available in 3 styles

Easy to clean
and maintain

Herringbone

Plank

Tile

The popular Herringbone pattern offers classic styling with a smart modern twist, and is available in a
choice of three contemporary colours to bring character and elegance to any interior. The Plank collection
offers a multitude of 15 beautiful woodgrain designs, including classic oak, ever-popular greys, warm rich
hues and cool neutral shades; all of which are available in a 1219mm x 184mm size as standard. The Tile
collection features large format concrete designs that can be laid in a grid or staggered pattern, as well
as statement Moroccan styles.

Slip resistant

The versatility of Stickdown vinyl flooring opens up huge scope for creativity, including the ability to mix
and match designs; particularly useful when zoning open plan living areas by using tile in one area and
plank in another with no need for a transition strip. You can also choose to use one design throughout the
home with no need for transition strips in doorways, ensuring an effortlessly sleek flow between rooms.

Suitable for use
with underfloor
heating (Encased
water piped)

Competitively priced and boasting a 25 year domestic warranty (15 year commercial), what’s not to like
about Malmo™ Stickdown?
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For use in
conservatories

Multi-layer construction

STICKDOWN
Malmo™ Stickdown is a competitively priced and incredibly versatile vinyl flooring ideal
for use in conservatories, new builds and commercial areas. Available in three classic formats
with a broad colour palette, Malmo™ offers a stylish solution without compromising on
performance. All designs in the Stickdown collection feature a 0.55mm wear layer, making
them suitable for either residential or commercial use.
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UV coating
0.55mm wear layer

Overall
thickness
2.5mm

Reaction
to fire
tested

Décor paper
PVC base/backing

25 year domestic/
10 year commercial
warranty

Moderna MA103
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